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About This Content

The second-generation Deutsche Bahn ICE 2 is synonymous with stylish high speed train travel in Germany, and now you can
take control of this cool express train in Train Simulator.

The ICE 2 is the second class of high speed train serving the German railway network, built between 1995 and 1997 as an
enhanced high speed unit to its predecessor, the ICE 1. Its main purpose was to enable smaller train units to be built which could

be coupled to or uncoupled from other units as needed. The resulting ICE 2 featured one power car, six passenger cars and an
unpowered cab car with a top speed of 174mph (280km/h), instead of two power cars and up to 14 passenger cars as was the

consist of the ICE 1.

The ICE 2 is similar in appearance externally to the ICE 1 but an airline-style seating arrangement provides enhanced passenger
accommodation over its predecessor. The ICE trains are also fitted with a high standard of technology, including audio jacks for

on-board music and radio, full air conditioning and some seats benefiting from seat-back video displays.

In total, more than 40 eight-car units have been built and each has passenger capacity for almost 400 people. The ICE 2 mainly
operates within Germany with some units licensed to run in Austria and Switzerland.

The ICE 2 for Train Simulator is available in Deutsche Bahn white and red livery, and features a fully detailed cab and internal
control panel, functioning AFB, PZB and LZB systems, in cab lighting and TSX standard features. It is also Quick Drive

compatible, giving you the freedom to drive the ICE 2 on any Quick Drive enabled route for Train Simulator, such as those
available through Steam. Also included are scenarios specifically for the Munich to Augsburg line.
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Scenarios

Quick Drive compatible – drive the ICE 2 on any Quick Drive enabled route in Train Simulator.

Three scenarios for the Munich-Augsburg route:

ICE 2 Munich

ICE 2 The Gathering Storm

The DB ICE 2

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out

now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios that include the ICE 2.

Key Features

ICE 2 in DB white and red livery

Fully detailed cab interior and control panel

Functioning AFB, PZB and LZB systems

TSX standard features

Cab lighting

Scenarios for the Munich-Augsburg route

Quick Drive compatible
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Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English,French,German,Polish,Russian
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Not as amazing as the ICE3, however the modelling and sounds are just as good.. There is a bug in "ICE 2 The Gathering
Storm". The 3rd goal "Go via Olching 5" does not give any points. As such it is impossible to make more than 800 points which
result in Silver medal. I saw on You Tube that this goal is not even supposed to be part of this scenario. Instead you should "Go
via Lochhausen 4". This issue needs to be fixed.. Good one. Like it.. High Speed German rail!!! EXTREMEME!. The model is
good, the train is fast. So I would say it\u00b4s very cool to drive.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. This is a awsome ICE 2
EMU electric train and the scenarios are awsome, and I bot it in America.. That 6 car was dope or more. The scenarios are
absolute cack and mostly broken, but the ICE2 itself is of reasonable quality. If you buy it head to the workshop as you'll need
some scenarios to run, because you'll be totally ticked off after running the ones supllied, as they are the usual don't give a toss
DTG standard fare.
The rating system should have a meh or neutral rating, as the train is fine but not what comes with it, I've given it a thumbs up as
the train is fine.
What I'd really like to know is why DTG never fix the ***k ups they foist upon their customers, that attitude has prevented me
and countless others from buying the new TSW game and dozens of DLC for TS2018 too.
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This train looks cool, is cool and goes fast, who dosnt like that?
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